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Really cool words that start with v

ABCD EFGH IJKL MNO P QRST UVWX YZINDEX Word definition vaalhaai South African shark vaaljapieinferior wine vacaturannulment vaccarydairy or cow pasture vaccimulgencecow milking vaccinalrelating with the vaccine vaccine or applies to cows; a preparation of cow-smallpox vaccinogen containing a varcherine mixture of the vacheringenizing vaccine causing cow pox
vaccinogen, as a mixture of meringue and whipped cream balm vacherinsweet, which our opinion or resolution vaci veempty vackyevacuee vacuefyto prepare vacuum vacuistone, who believes that absolute vacuum is possible in nature vacuityemptiness vacuolefluid-carrying cavity organic tissue vadableable should be forded vadelectservant; serving-man vade-mecumready
manual regularly carried out about vadimonybond or lien before given judge vadoseof, or concerning underground water above the water table vafrouscunning; sly vagantroaming, wandering vaganteswandering monk-scholars vagarianwhimsical person vagarishof your eyes, tends to roam vagationact by roaming or wandering vagientcrying like a baby vagilehaving able to move
vagilityability that succeeds in the struggle for existence vaginalishethed; after the vagina vaginulalittle vagina vagitusbaby crying or wailing vagousreleal, disordered vagulateto wander; swaying vahanamount or vehicle of an Indian deity vahineTahitian adult woman or wife vaingloryidle boastvfulness vairblue-gray squirrel fur; heraldic depiction of blue and white rows vaivodelocal
ruler of several communities in southeastern Europe valancedrapery hung on the edge of a bed, table or canopy valencelinen helmet-cover armored valery ingatic Russian felt boots valentiadevice drawing wine or beer out of a barrel of valentine birds, singing a companion valetaillegroup of valet valetudinarianof, as or relates to poor health; are concerned about the health of
valgusclub-legged; bow-legged valientonbully, braggard valihabamboo tubular zitra used in Madagascar, of which raised felines or caliber; ring vallationridge or the valleculagroove or furown landbank used as vallidomworth; wall of land thrown up from a ditch valoriseto set a fixed arbitrary price valsedan in three times; circulating the value or valuation of the value of the expression
currency valvarof or associated valve valviform shaped like a valve vambracearmour on the forearm vamplateplateplate fixed spear or spear, to protect the hand vandelasstrong rough canvas vandolastringed lute-like Spanish instrument vandyketo cut deep oblique indentations of the vangrope used to constant the gaff of the front and rear sail vangeedevice working pumps on a
ship vaniloquencevain or goofy talk vanitarianismpursuit the vain things vannerone who tests ore by washing it with a shovel vansirecarnivorous South African ferret vapographyeffect of physical emanations a velencei csatornákban használt gőzfürdővaporettomotorcsónakban használt gőzfürdővaporettó csónakban használt gyógynövények vaporaryabegyűjtése gőzölős gőzölős
gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölős gőzölőanyag-gyártó gőz- vagy gőzpáriformátor, amely gőzgőzpári-mérőműszer tetarolanak a gőznyomás párologtatópárolo-képződpárologtatására, könnyen vappasourbor borvapulateto megkorbácsolás; flogged vapulatoryof as or relates to the flogging
vaquitasmall Pacific dolphin vaquitasmall dolphin living in the Gulf of California varaunit linear measure between 33 and 43 inches varanmonitor lizard vardingaleframework the hoop of a woman skirts vardlebottom hinge in a gate vardocigány caravan varecseaweed; seaweed variamiscellany varicella lamb smallpox motling variety and variety; have a multi-coloured variety of
spots similar to or associated with the varifokal type of camera, the varimax method of statistical factor analysis is the varimax method of variolapicin-variometer instrument for measuring magnetic decliation variomyrum, including the varifonon of previous scientists or editors from two or more sounds used synonymously by the varixus unusual dilatation of an artery or
venusnacaste system in Hindu society; complete; universal varsoviennepolka-like Polish dance vartabedAdresian pastor varuspigeon-toed varvelmetal ring attached to the falcon jess that is attached to the leash ironhollow organ or tube, which transmits fluid from the body ironaparrot variety native to Madagascar vascular, as either relates to liquid-carrying vessels
vasculaturearrangement worth vasculiform shape, such as a small vase or flower pot vasculumbotanist in the collecting case vasifactive producing small blood vessels tissue vasiferousbearing a vessel or iron vasiform shaped like a canal or vase vasotribeinstrumentinstrument previously used to stop vastateto immune that vastationpurification of evil elements by destroying
vastidityvastness; huge extent vastrapquick South African folk dance vasyslimy vaticprophetic; oracular; inspired vaticidekilling or killing a prophet vaticinalof or characterized by prophecy; prophetic vaticinateprophesy; predict vaticinya prophecy vausixth letter of the Hebrew alphabet vauclusiana spring in which water is expelled from the Artesian pressure vaultyame in the form of
a vault bragging; boasting vauntinessboastness vauntlayin hunting, issuing a guide to set the dogs before the next package to catch up vauquelinestrychnine vauriengood-for-sem; worthless person vavasourfeudal nobleman who is both a liege and vassal vecordymadness, nonsense vectigalof as either applies to paying tribute or renting a vectisobstetrical tool used to arm free
head vectitationact used to transport or transport vectitorycarrying or transport vectorscopeoscilloscope used to analyze television signals vedaliaAustralian-eating vedaliaAustralian-eating vedettemounted guard stationed to watch the hostile vedroRussian unit liquid measure equal to 2.7 gallon vedutapanoramic views of the city veenaIndian seven-string lepstakes contest to
become vice presidential candidate veery North American thrush veessoft land with a crack or mining crevice veggietract fertile meadow veganicof agriculture, not relying on animal products vegetepowerful vegetivorouseating vegetables vehiculationconveyance of the vehicle veiled night lamp veitchberryhybrid with a blackberry and raspberry velamentousof, or concerns, or as a
membrane or sail velarof sounds , produced using a soft palate velardome ended with four or more walls velariumawning an auditorium velary concerning sails of a ship velatehaving the veil; veiled velationact in the veil; secret veletadance couples three-timeveliferikasated sail or membrane velitationskirmish velivolantflying sails velleitylowest alegaktió; a slight wish, without the
vellicateto twitching making it unreaveable; the tickling or pinching of vellicative vellon brass with a vellicative velociman-powered tricycle for the measurement of velocious velocious speed with high-speed velocipedeswift feet; a fast-legged person; old-fashioned bicycle velodromebuilding bike races velodynedevice keep revs on the axis proportional to voltage applied
velometerinstrument to measure the speed of air velourpiled velvety cotton veloutéwhite sauce made from stock veloutinevelvety corded wool velumsoft palate velutinousvelvety; having a downy which velveretsoft velvety cotton and silk mixture velvetinecotton silk pile venalof a type that can be bribed venaticof, as either concerning huntingvenationorder veins of a leaf or an insect
wing venatorhuntsman; hunter vendacesmall freshwater fish native to Scotland vendangegrape vintage vendeepurchaser vendemmiagrape harvest harvest reaper venous sellable vendicateto claim himself venditationoffering for sale venditionsale venditionsale venduepublic sales veneficacting poison either decoction s or sorcery venenation poisoning venenciainstrument used to
sample sherry in a barrel veneniferouscarrying poison venepuncturepuncturing the veincvenerability venerativedisposed for the venerological examination of venenerergamekeeper of venenerergamekeeper; hunter venerouslustful venerypursuit for sexual gratification; hunting; pursuit of the game venesectto open to the vein of blood-letting vengolinaAngola finch venialpardonable;
venous veins consisting of metal or quartz veniremanjuror, which are introduced into the body by intravenous drip venographic veins into the veins for medical examination; venous venostasis decrease in blood flow to the venous part of the body, similar to or related to the veins small hole ventailarmour in the neck, attached to a helmet ventalof or applies to wind ventanawindow
venterone two or more wives who mother to the same man offspring ventiductventilating pipe or passage ventifactstone polished windstow sand ventilvalve control of air supply organ stops ventilabral-related fans ventoriouscharacterized by venturesomeness ventosewindy; flatulence; inflated conceited ventrad towards the front ventralof, as either applies to the lower ventricosea
which is swollen or protuberant ventricle or applies to the stomach ventricular or applies to the ventricle-ventricular-bellied ventricle relying on one's front or abdominal ventriductto and the abdomen ventripotent with high capacity or appetiteless food; large-bellied ventrotomyincision into the abdomen; surgery on the abdomen venulesmall venvilleland venvilleland tenure system
Dartmoor granting privileges to wooded lands veracioustruthful; exact verbalismundue attention to words alone verbariancoiner of words verbatimword for word verberateto beat verbicidedestroying the meaning of a word verbidnon-finite part of a verb verbigerationmorbid and purposeless repetition of certain words verbileone whose mental processes are stimulated by words
verbomaniacraze for words verdin heraldry, the colour green verd-azureblue-green or sea-green verderofficer in charge of royal forests verdigrisgreenish copper coating, as on copper verdinsmall yellow-headed grey titmouse verduregreenness; health and vitality verecundmodest; shy vergaloovariety white pear vergéemeasure in the land area equals two-fifths of an acre of
vergence at the same time movement towards the eye, or away from each other vergencystate bordering on something vergerchurch usher and accompanying vergiformform shaped like a rod of verglasfilm ice rock veridicalveracious; are genuine; true, true authentication, which emphasizes empirical control of theoretical principles, is true, frankly; true indeed; of course;
confidently verismartic preference everyday, whether the legendary verjuicesour juice immature fruit vermeilélen red or vermilion color; gilded silver vermeologystudy worms vermianlike a worm vermicideekilling worms vermicularof, as or belonging to worms vermiculatedworm-eaten; winding lines which appear to be vermiculus vermiculus consumed by vermiculus
vermiculturecultivation worms vermiferousbearing or producing vermiform-shaped worms, as a worm vermifugalexpelling worms vermigerousbearing, containing or infected worms vermigradecreeping like a worm vermilionlight red verminicidesomething that kills the worm pestkintanology of worm pests in the young form of maggots or worms vermivorouseating worms vernaculate
to make a name in the vernaculate; to use the vernanof vernanof, similar or spring vernaity early sun or spring some things vernalizationto artificially cold seeds to accelerate flowering in spring vernalizeto make springy; to refresh their vernation arrangement or formation of leaves on the bud verniclecloth image of Christ's face fascinated by her vernicoselightly polished or
lacquered vernierkis movable scale finely adjusting division of the gauge vernissagevarn in wart-shaped vernitionvarnishing vernixgreasy material at birth covering the infant, before a work of art in the shape of hairs or wart-shaped verrucawart verruciform-shaped verrucawart verruciform; wartlike verrucosewarty versabilityaptness should be devoted to versal ornamental leaf at the
beginning of section versantgenetic slope of a mountain versativeflexible; adaptable versesleta small verse verse versewriter mediocre poetry versicleshort verse versicleshort verse verse usually follows response versicoloreddiversely or variable color versicularof or versversiformchanging form verstunit distance equal to about 2/3 of a mile versus; unlike versutecrafty; cunning
versutiloquentspeaking skillfully vertthe heraldic color green vertto convert religions; religiously reassed vertantine heraldry, curved or bent vertebrae, or belonging to the vertebrae; spine vertebriform shaped like a vertebra verticilwhorl verticillatedwhorled verticitypower lathe, especially magnet vertiginatedizzy; dizziness vertiginousof, as or associated with dizziness; dizziness;
giddy vervecineof or pertaining to a sheep vervelring for a hawk's jess vervelledecorated connector between helmet and mail of suit of armour vesaniaderangement of mental and moral faculties vesicaa bladder vesicalof, like or pertaining to the bladder vesicantblistering vesicateto blister vesiclesmall bladder or cavity vespacidesubstance or person who kills wasps vespalof, like or
pertaining to wasps vespasiennepublic lavatory vesperevening; the evening star vespering flies west into the sunset vespersprayer service, held early in the evening vespertilianbat-like vespertilionizetos turn into a bat vespertinalof, as either the evening vespiarywasp nesting spiform, which takes the form of a wasp vespineof, whether hornets or wasps, vespoidwasp-like vestawaxstemmed vestiarians associated with ecclesiastical vestiaryrob-room; wardrobe; the custodians of the entrance hall hall and hallway of the garment hall; cover; coat vestockclerical stock, which covers the waist vestrypap dressing roomvesturerkeeper of clothes Vesuviansmoker slowly burning match vesuviateto erupts; the heat veteanda prohibited things, which contain bean-like
fruitvetitive and have the power to veto the ancient vexillary standard carrier power of veto vetoes, cabs or car vetustvery; Applies colors or flags vexillology study flags viaby way; viaggiatos, roads and bridges, such as roads and bridges, such as road-related or travel-related roads and journeys, travel equipment or travel arrangements, often used as road diameter instruments;
Eucharist of a dying person viatortraveller; wayfarer vibraphone percussion device such as xylophone, whose rod variable vibrato vibraslapmodern percussion device rod and ball vibratile vibrational motion vibratiuncleminute vibrissatactile bristles like cat mustache; vibrometer vibrometer instrument for vibration, similar to vibronicof vibronicof or electronic vibration vicarialof or
vicariantof, e.g. instead of vicegerentacting, in the vibrographic sound vibration instrument for the measurement of the vibrometer vibrometer instrument; having delegated authority vicegod enemy name applied to the Pope vicenary based on the figure twenty years vicereinewife a viceroy vichyssoisechilled cream potatoes and leek soup vicinageneighbourhood; residents of
neighbouring neighbouring neighbourhoods; local vikinism acquiring the trait of the adjacent breed is a species crossing victimology test for the victims victorialight open two-seater four-wheeled carriage victoriacry the triumph victorinefur scarf or stolen fastened to the neck victrixfemale victor victuallerone, who operates a pub or eater vicunafabric made of wool vicuna, a small
ruminated vikunasoft-fleeced Andean ruminating vidameone who holds lands in the name of a French bishop videlicetto wit; namely videndumthing should see videturit seem vidimusattested copy; control accounts viduage widowhood; widows together viduous widows; an empty viellefour-string instrument, played by an aeroplane at the rate of a small wheeled viertelliquid with half
a litre of alcohol, changing the direction of sudden vigarough-carved roofing wood vigesimal, based on the number twenty vigiadanger warning on the chart vigilousof or concerning watching vigintiquintupleresult multiplication of twenty-five vigneronvine-producing vignoblevineyard vigoniawool to vicuna vigor ishpercentage is the gambler's prize taken by the accountant vigoroteam
sport combining cricket and baseball viguierone with two administrative delegates Andorra vihuelaearly Spanish guitar vilaKelet-European fairy or nymph vilayetformerformer Ottoman Province vilipendto despise; that light; disparage sarcastically villancicoSpian musical form, consisting of short poems and chorus villanellepoem consisting of five tercets and a quatrain similar to or
relates to a castle or village villa village; a, as in or relating to villa villeggiaturaa stay in the country villiformof shape or shape velvety velvety villussoft velvety hair or fur vimenlong thin branch or twig viminal-covered twigs vimineouslong elastic shoots vinaceouswine-colored vinalof or wine vinayarules of Buddhist monastic life vincaperiwinkle vinciblehow to overcome
vinctuctusomething, that binds to vincularconnective vinculumline drawn from the above figures indicates multiplication of some value vindemialof, as either related to the vintage vindemia to collect grapes or other fruit vindictivolence desire to take revenge for vineaprotective frame siege weapons vine-living grapes; a large scorpion of grape wine, similar to grapes or of grapes,
which makes or becomes mouldy with hideous vinegar-like vinewto; doivinizni obtained from wine or vine growing from grapes for the wine-wine-making process, with fermented wineboriborificationprocess, which is necessary for the scientific examination of wine biology of grapes and for wine-making for vinomadefied wine-growing to measure the strength of wine-wine-like wine;
for wine; deep red or wine-colored winery winery shop vinyasamovement various yoga poses between violaceousviolet colored violaticflying about violating something violonedouble-bass violin vipariouslife-producing viperiformed like a snake or viper viper vipereofa, as either applies to viperers viperousof, such as, or relates to viperousof; insensiful; venomous viragesharp bend on
a hill or trail winding down a road viraginoussuggestive a loud violent woman viragomanlike or heroic woman virasonsea breeze virelayold French verse chorus and unusual rhyming system virprocessement transfer of state resources between bills vireoolive-gray insectivorous American bird virescentbecoming green or greenish; greenish-colored virgac stripes attached to the
bottom of a virgal cloud of twigs, usually 30 hectares or 1/4 rupee virgaterodlike; twiggy virgationsystem geological defects branching out as twigs of virginikis keyed tool, like a chembaló virgularhaving letters of alphabetical twigs or thin stroke virguleforward pergultumyoung slender branch virgunculeyoung virgin viricidekilling of viruses; killing people or husbands viridgreen
viridariumRoman garden viridianchrome green viridigenousproducing vegetables viriditygreenness; freshness virificpoisonous virilescencedevelopment of the male character of female viriliamale genitals virilismoutdated name with a kind of hermaphroditism virilocala residence system for a woman's husband's relative after viripotent for husband; for marriage plenty of virological
examination of viruses virosevenom; the foul virtuosity or taste of the doctrine of fine art virtualism, which Christ is practically present in the Eucharist virucidekilling viruses viruliferousbearing or containing virus visforce; performance visagistexpert on the face make-up visardmask or visor vis-a-vislight cart seats viscachalarge against each other viscachalarge digging South
American rodent viscachaSager rodent visceral organs of the body visceration distribution raw meat dogs or men viscerotonichaving a comfort-loving, light-hearted personality viscidsemi fluid; sticky; slimy; viscous viscosity viscosity viscosity reminiscent of viscount visibiliathings that can be seen visileof as or related to vision; it shall be easy to learn when visiting an official visitor
or inspector with vision suitable for vision transmission with forward-looking vision, related to an official visit to the view or related to an official visit similar to vision or related to sight; visual; able to see or see visnafatal brain disease sheep visneneighbourhood, from which an English jury previously made visometerter device to measure focal length of the eye viss South India
measure weighs about three and a half pounds vitalism doctrine that is a vital force behind life is arguably concerned about the preservation of life vitellarybright yellow vitelligenous producing yolk vitellusyolk an egg vitiaimpairte quality; invalidity; spoil it; the wine-growing viticetum plantation of the vine; vineyard viticolousliving on vines viticulturevine-growing vitiferousbearing vines
vitilitigationvexatious wrangling vitragethin curtain for windows or glazed doors vitrailstained glass vitrescenttending to become glass vitrescable to be turned into glass vitricsglassy materials; glassware; vitrifactionprocess testing of glassware into a vitriform for spinning vitrifactureglass, consisting of vitriolcaustic or hostile vittaband or strip of colour on an animal or plant, carried
lengthwise as a calf or calvingvitulineof similar or relevant, such as calves or vevelviterationrationabuse; rejection vivandièrefemale camp follower, who provides provisions vivariumartificial enclosures for live animals vivatlong living viencyvitality viverrineof, as or consisting of cibets and mongoose viversfood; eatables viviparousproducing living young vivisepulturepractice funeral
people alive vizardmask vocabularianof, or relates to the vocabulary vocalionsmall organ, whose reeds produce sound like a human voice pronouncing caller or personal address vociculturalof, as or concerning voice training vocerantclamorous vocerateto shout out loud; bawl vocoidvowel-like verbal messages recorded with the inside of an army car or wagon voiturierdriver with
the inside of voilesoft's fine, translucent voiturierdriver, destroyed by heraldic charge; provincial governor volablenimble-witted volaciousapt or suitable to fly volagegiddy; they can be shot up; fickle volantflying; able to fly; heraldic birds with extended wings similar to or belonging to the palm or sole; a, as in or related to flight volaryaviary volationability to fly volcanoes volens agrees
to the action that requires the risk voleryplace of the aircraft repair voletshort veil worn at the back of the head volitantflying; flitting; slamming; movement from the volitation flight; flying with will, like or in relation to wills; expressed desire or license volitorialable fly volplanes to siklani in the air voltaold jumping dance voltameter device to measure electrical current indirectly voltigeur
lightly armed skirmisher voltinismbreeding rhythm; a nest frequency gauge for measuring electrical potential in speech; too fluent or glib volucrineof, as or applies to birds; a bird-like volumetric measuring instrument for measuring the volume of a solid volumetric meter for measuring the voluminalof volume of liquid or gas, similar to voluntarismbelief corresponding to volume
capacity or cubic volume capacity, so that the will dominates the reasonable voluptuarysensualist; person loved the luxury voluptysexual pleasure volutationaction of rolling; turning; wallowing volutedin spiral form volutionring motion; convolution; whorl volvelleinstrument as an astrolamin used by doctors astrological vomituritionviolent retching voraginousof, as or subject to a
vortex; voracious vorago bay; gap; abyss vorantdevouring vorpalkeen; deadly vorticalof, as or belonging to a vortex; swirling vorticistpainter, who expresses the complexity of machines through art vorticityamount vorticityamount vorticity vortoscopedevice using mirrors to produce abstract photographs vote votivegiven the pledge; which is a vow, or wishvoussoirwedge-like stone
forming part of arch vraisemblanceverisimilitude vugsmall cavity of a rock vulgosomly; popularvulgusthe common people; schoolgirls latin composition vulneraryhealing wounds vulnerateto wound vulnerosewounded vulpecularof, as or belongs to a young fox vulpicidekilling a fox vulpineof, as or fox concerns; cunning vulsellaforceps with toothed blades vulturinerapacious; A, as
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